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ABOUT 

Design is all around us, for me, traveling
is a form of researching, bench-marking
and being on the lookout for best (and
worst) practices. 
 
As a designer and researcher it is part of
my personality to constantly ask
questions, to deeply understand where I
am, who I’m surrounded by, and
especially, I always try to find the why?
 
Through my travels I have collected
pictures of what I see, what I observe in
different places, what I think works and
what doesn't; for inspiration, to allow for
critical thinking, to understand the
world around me and most importantly
to always strive for improvement.

CONTENT

This report has been curated given my experience

as a designer, a traveler, a user. What you will see

are pictures of what I found interesting, with a

short description as well as the reason why I found

it worth sharing. Also, every item has the record

date and the place spotted. 
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DRUG  

WARNING

 

Canada is one of the most

progressive societies I've

experienced. This sign on

the women's toilet is one

amazing proof of that. It

shows that the

Government of Ontario

understands human

behaviour, they don't

intend to judge or punish

you for drug abuse but

instead acknowledge the

potential danger and still

take care of you.

TOILET  AT  BAR TORONTO  2017



BREWERY TORONTO  2018

INCLUSIVE  

TOILETS

Canada has proven itself an open country which embraces

diversity. These toilet signs found at a brewery in the west end

of Toronto are a great example of inclusion. Here you choose

according to your habit (stand or sit) as opposed to your

gender and/or your sexuality. Note the gender neutrality by

using the word “people”!



CITY GANGTOK  2018

Gangtok is a tranquil city in the province of Sikkim in northeast

India. This city has a certificate of all organic products. There

are no traffic lights, no smoking allowed except for some

designated areas, and no honking! These regulations help

create a peaceful environment which can be felt in the air. 

MINDFULNESS



BIKE  LANES

 

Bike lanes in Copenhagen are at least

as big as the car lanes and in some

cases even wider . This not only makes

cyclists feel more safe but also shows

a general preference for this form of

transport . It 's great to see here how

design is made to not only allow but

also encourage this behaviour . 

STREETS COPENHAGEN  2019



 

PUBLIC  

STREET

 LIBRARIES

 

The little birdhouse

serves as a place where

passersby can take a

book another fellow

reader has left for them.

In Berlin, a tree has

been adapted to host

books and in Vienna,

this corner has books

and seats for people to

utilize. 

 

These interventions are

great ways to encourage

people to read and

share.
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SUBWAY  STATIONS COPENHAGEN  2019

 

The Transportation system in Copenhagen is incredibly

efficient, some trains are automated and rarely - if ever - late. It

is somewhat expensive, so regular commuters utilize a card

which you need to punch in and out as you go (like in many

other places) and it gives you a better rate. This machine,

however, allows you to add passengers to the current trip for

when you are being accompanied, which shows a great

understanding of user needs and habits.

CHECK  IN /OUT

MACHINES



 GERMANY  2019

 

This interesting

structure can be found

an hour south from

Berlin. It is a tropical

bubble (more like an

oval, really) with various

micro-climates. There is

a rain forest, a beach

and outdoor area. It is

made of glass, ceramics,

aluminium foil and

other material which

are used for insulation.

Temperature inside is

around 29 C regardless

of outdoor temperature

and 70%  humidity. For

some people its a place

to escape the cold,

darm and long Winter.

TROPICAL  

ISLAND



CHRIST IAN IA

 Copenhagen is one of the most innovative cities in the world, it is

house to an independent town/community called Christiania. They

have their own rules and intend to go off-the-grid. It's known for being

a place where people are free to sell and smoke weed and hash, they

also produce their own beer. It is generally a happy place with music

all around, visitors are not allowed to take pictures inside and if you

want to live there you need to pay a fee (there is a wait-list though).

COMMUNITY COPENHAGEN  2019



OFF IC IAL

MUS IC  SPOTS

 

Berlin is known for

openness and for

allowing people to

express themselves.

This sign on subway

stations is an example

of it; they  allow

people to play music

there, and actually

encourage it by

having these signs.

German style, of

course, they allocate

specific areas to do

so. Permissive yet

structured!

 SUBWAY  STATIONS BERLIN  2019



INTUITIVE  

SIGNAGE

 

One of the few (if not

only) signage I have seen

that shows the direction

in which Trams will go at

an intersection. Seen at a

Tram stop in Prague, this

sign shows with easy

symbols, such as arrows,

which direction the Tram

will go next. If one knows

the way but not the

actual vehicle number,

they can still understand

and find their way. I found

it especially useful for

tourists and non-Czech

speakers.

TRAM  STOP PRAGUE  2019



SUBWAY  STATIONS MUMBAI  2019

 

In some parts of the world, waste management practices are

commonplace. In others, this practice is still being refined and

it continues to be an issue. This is the case of the wet and dry

waste bins. Because not all of us understand the right

terminology and because this sometimes leads to confusion,

the simplistic way here seems to work. Wet waste is quite

straightforward, however, there is a caveat as not all dry waste

is created equal, dry waste won’t be easily separated.

GARBAGE  DISPOSAL



BIKE  SHARING

REKOLA

 
This is not a regular

bike sharing service.

Spotted in the streets

of Prague, these are

actually old bikes,

generally donated and

then renovated,

painted pink and

branded by a group of

volunteers. I found

great that it doesn’t

add to the amount of

bikes on the streets,

which I see as a

problem with other

services. These are

people’s bikes and are

being re-purposed.

They have grown a lot

in the past few years,

check them out on

their website:  

 

www.rekola.cz

 

STREETS PRAGUE  2019



RECYCLED  

OUTDOOR

FURNITURE

 

These benches were first

spotted at a Farm in Valle

de Bravo, Mexico. They are

made of recycled

aluminium and other

plastics, and made into

new pieces which is a

great alternative to

aluminium waste. The

combination of metal and

plastic (and some other

secret ingredients) makes

this blend great for the

outdoors as they are able

to withstand harsh

weather. Funny enough, a

few years later I had the

pleasure of working with

them as we co-created

their vision and brand.

They have a series of

products now, though

this piece is my forever

favorite! Novacicla, check

them out: 

 

http://novacicla.com/

FARM ,  VALLE  DE  BRAVO MEXICO  2014



URINAL

FOR  WOMEN

 

This women's urinal is

part of an Urban off-the-

grid farm in the city of

Amsterdam. The whole

thing is an experiment

and with it, so are the

women’s toilets. The

bathroom has a dry

seating toilet and this

urinal, where women are

meant to face backwards

to pee. The pipe is coming

from the sink (which is

not visible but on the

right side) and connected

to the basin so when one

washes their hands, the

water cleans the toilet. It

takes a few times to get

used to it but it works

really great in this type of

environment and with

scarce resources!

URBAN  FARM AMSTERDAM  2019
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